' The primary intention of this book is to present the Art and Science of Obstetrics within a reasonable compass and in an easily readable form.' So says tho author in the preface to the tenth edition. After having gone through the book the reviewer declare* that the author's intention has been more than fulfilled. It is one of the best books supplying at once the requirements of undergraduates as well as those of practitioners who may feel the necessity of refreshing their knowledge from time to time. There are certain special features which the reviewer commends to the readers. The last section in Part V?The puerperium deals with unexpected death (or near death). It is a novel item in such a book, but how interestingly written and of what great value to the reader. It is because of these special hits that one feels that postgraduates will be benefited by going through these particular chapters. If one has to prove one's thesis that the book contains information not oridinarily asailable one quotes the concluding section on ' 
